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N.5.
The streets of London are better paved and better lighted than those of any metropolis in Europe: there are lamps on both sides of every street, in the mean proportion of one
lamp to three doors. The effect produced by these double rows of lights in many streets is remarkably pleasing: of this Oxford-street and especially Bond-street, afford
striking examples. We have a few street robberies, and rarely indeed a midnight assassination. This last circumstance is owing to the benevolent spirit of the people for
whatever crimes the lowest orders of society are tempted to commit, those of a sanguinary nature are less frequent here than in any other country. Yet it is singular, where
the police are so ably regulated, that the watchmen, our guardians of the night, are generally old decrepit men, who have scarcely strength to use the alarum which is their
signal of distress in cases of emergency. It does credit, however, to the morals of the people, and to the national spirit, and evinces that the brave are always benevolent,
when we reflect that during a period when almost all kingdoms exhibited the horrors or massacre and the outrages of anarchy, when blood had contaminated the standard of
liberty, and defaced the long established laws of nations, while it overwhelmed the freedom it pretended to establish, this island maintained the throne of reason, erected on
the firm basis of genius, valour, and philanthropy.
cave scorn veneer

ANNEX1
REQUIREMENT

N.8
Water Cresses are sold in small bunches, one penny each, or three bunches for twopence. The crier of Water Cresses frequently
travels seven or eight miles before the hour of breakfast to gather them fresh; but there is a generally a pretty good supply of
them in Covent-garden market, brought, along with other vegetables, from the gardens adjacent to the Metropolis, where they are
planted and cultivated like other garden stuff. The are, however, from this circumstance, very inferior from those that grow in
the natural state in a running brook, wanting that pungency of taste which makes them very wholesome; and a weed very
dissimilar in quality is often imposed upon an unsuspecting purchaser.
cannon reverse

N.15.
Hot spiced gingerbread, sold in oblong flat cakes of one halfpenny each, very well made,
well baked, and kept extremely hot, is a very pleasing regale to the pedestrians of London
in cold and gloomy evenings.
sear canoe unseen reserve
N.18.

Door-mats of all kinds, rush and rope, from sixpense to
four shillings each, with Table Mats of various sorts, are
daily cried through the streets of London.
crave savour concern
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